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ABSTRACT: This paper explores the need for renewable based AC micro grid and proposes characteristic features
of a standalone AC micro grid. The need for energy management system and its role in AC micro grid has been
emphasized. Renewable generating sources such as Solar Energy requires stringent control for harnessing maximum
available energy, energy system demands efficient management, and Transition line voltage must be maintained
constant. These requirements are fulfilled by energy management system, thus it provides intelligence to the system
and makes the micro grid reliable. An renewable AC micro grid having proposed features and energy management
system has been simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The designed system sustains dynamic conditions and
simulation results validate feasibility of AC micro grid.
KEYWORDS: Renewable Sources, AC micro grid, energy management, STATCOM, PI controller, Buffer circuit,
Filters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Renewable base A C micro grid is at the upfront for achieving rural electrification, especially in developing
nations such as India. AC micro grid is a self-sufficient and independent power system which includes one or more
generating sources energy management and loads. Such a system may or may not be connected to the grid. The need
for renewable based AC micro grid arises to fulfill energy requirement of rural, isolated regions. Grid connected
systems are mainly established in cities and have sparsely reached villages or isolated regions. The regions where grid
connected supply is available pay for poor quality of supply, the supply is time-limited and this hampers the social and
economic growth of that region. Even in cities where the grid is stronger comparatively, load shedding and poor quality
of supply make the grid unreliable. Limitations of AC grid create a need for localized power systems or micro grid,
which are not limited to a certain region, which are cost-efficient and reliable, and contribute towards sustainability
rather than degradation of the environment. Renewable based AC micro grid harness inexhaustible energy resources
which are available in plenty and are free of cost. AC micro grid can utilize DC-AC power converters having efficiency
more than 95%, and reduce the need of DC/DC converters. Centralized AC power grids face severe transmission and
distribution losses. Nowadays majority of the loads were AC, such as induction machine and incandescent lamps,
variable speed motor drive.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II explores AC micro grid and highlights certain characteristics
essential for AC micro grid. Section III elaborates need for AC energy management with Renewable Energy
resources. A DC micro grid has been modeled and simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK, as shown in Section IV.
Section V concludes the paper, affirming feasibility of renewable based AC micro grid.
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II. AC MICROGRID
Fig. 1 represents a generalized block schematic of Renewable based AC micro grid. Solar panel array is suitable to
be used as a generating source in micro grid as it has several advantages over other WTG topologies. WTG is based on
win speed. Then the wind speed is not constant so we pleased the variable speed control mechanism. But solar panel
array is not required that on so this is suitable for generate AC micro grid system

Fig. 1: Block schematic of AC micro grid
•

The AC micro grid must be reliable. Power supply quality should be maintained to a suitable level.

•

The AC micro grid must be utilized to small scale industries.

•

The AC micro grid solar energy must be stable. It should be able to sustain dynamic load conditions and
variation in generating power due to intermittent nature of wind energy.

•

The system should have least maintenance requirement and minimum cost of installation.

•

The AC micro grid should be able to adapt changes even after initial sizing and installation. These may be
changes in storage or generation capacity, and changes in the load pattern.
III. NEED FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy management and power dissipation to load provide the necessary control to the system. Photovoltaic panel
can be controlled to extract maximum power from the available natural sources. Quality Energy will be send to the
system requires management for deciding which path is the better to the system. The AC-link voltage must be
maintained constant for balanced flow of energy among the multiple sources and loads, in a AC micro grid. Also, a
variation of AC-link voltage would disrupt normal operation of the system and could cause the whole system to
collapse.
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Energy management for AC micro grid has several significant roles:
•

Reliability: providing uninterrupted supply to the load.

•

Quality: maintaining quality of supply.

•

Stability: maintaining AC-link voltage constant.

•

Maximum utilization of generating by sources

•

Efficient management to loads.

Sizing of generating sources and Quality power transition is a prime concern while designing any isolated
system, since the load demand should be met completely by generating sources and the ESS, without grid intervention.
In spite of this, sizing is not the fundamental requirement of the micro grid presented here. The micro grid would be
able to adapt changes for quality power transition. Photovoltaic panel would play a primary role of supplying voltage to
the system. This is also essential with compare to wind turbine generator.
Hear we use STATCOM for remove non linearity’s from load current. In stat com we use buffer circuit for identify the
remove non linearity’s from load current.
IV. SIMULATION OF AC MICROGRID
An isolated AC micro grid has been designed and validated using MATLAB/SIMULINK. It consists of four main
parts: generating sources, STATCOM, loads and energy management system.

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram for energy management for AC micro grid
Fig. 2 shows the basic line diagram for this line diagram for energy management for AC micro grid system. In the
circuit diagram we identify the block diagram of STATCOM, nonlinear load and another block for data acquisition.
This block use to find the differences between load current, filter current and de-noise output like grid current.
Now we discuses about how to manage the quality power to load from source by different filter methods.
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i. PI Controller
ii. Buffer amplifier
iii. Power management system
From solar panel we tack the source power. We are design for 100 V power to the 3Phase series RL circuit for filter
input given to the circuit this is fist stage of filtration. From hear we give the input to linear load and nonlinear load for
finding the current wave forms to filter stage by stage.
First we tack nonlinear load to analyze the input power. Hear we connected the R-L load to the circuit. RL loads are
the linear Components. For these elements we required linear load for good working condition. So we use 6 stages of
filters for the removing nonlinearities from the input signal. It is shown in Fig.3in the current wave form we find the
difference between the filtered nonlinear signal and non linear signal. Before the filtration the noise level is more in the
input signal. Then we apply the 6-stage of filtration so that the noise level will be decreased from the non linear input
signal.

Fig3. {A} current wave form for non-linear loads {B} current wave form for non-linear loads after
remove non linearity’s
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Now we decease about the linear loads we connect the STATCOM to analyze the power in line current. In the
STATCOM we connect pi-controller, buffer, instantaneous power generator, compensating current circuit, Pulse
generator and inverter with coupling inductor.
Vabc= 3-Phase voltage equations for instantaneous power generator.
Iabc= 3-Phase current equation for instantaneous power generator.
PSOC = power output source current.
I_comp = compensating current.
Ic_Pi = input current and pi-controller.
Hear we give dc in put to the pi controller for good working conditions. For PSOC we give summation input to
the compensating current circuit. The adder {++-} have 3 inputs first one is pi controller out put second one is buffered
out put and third one is instantaneous power from Vabc and Iabc.
From the instantaneous power we connect the 3 lines to the compensating current block. First one is the 3-Phase
power, second one is reactive power. Before compensating the line current we apply the buffer circuit. This one is one
of the main connections in the circuit .before connecting the buffer and after connecting the buffer circuit the wave
form is shown in the fig 4. it will be give a way to first in put signal and up to until first signal complete the operation
remaining input signals will be hold on buffer. When the first signal completes then the second input signal come to
operation. In this process we find the before buffered and after buffered signal.

Fig4. {A} current wave form for linear loads
{B} current wave form for linear loads after using buffer signal
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Then the compensating current device gives an input signal to the inverter through the pulse generator. Hear the
pulse generator will measure the number of pulses given to the inverter. This is use full to find the operation time of the
circuit. The inverter will operate with the dc power. Because inverter operation is converts dc power to ac power. So we
give dc power to the inverter V_dc.the out put of the inverter will be connected to coupling inductor. It will help to the
circuit and save from over load condition. The circuit main intension is to filter the load current in different stages and
give distortion less current to the loads.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper reviews limitations of conventional DC power grid and presents renewable based AC micro grid as an
optimum solution for fulfilling energy requirement. This paper proposes adaptable renewable based AC micro grid with
energy management system.

Fig3. {A} wave form for grid current.
{B} wave form for load current.
{C} wave form for Filter current.
.
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In the transmission the power will effected by the noise level and distortion effect. So we remove the noise level in
the circuit with help of the filter and distortion will be removed with the help of the buffer circuit and compensating
circuit. In present days we all are more familiar with the electronic equipments. These electronic equipments are
working with dc power. So we include inverter for dc lodes. Finally we will give filtered current to loads.
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